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TIE DYE AND PIGMENT DYED APPAREL

VERI PERI
Introducing the 2022 color of the year, Very Peri. A dynamic periwinkle blue 
with a violet red undertone. Expect to see this color everywhere, from 
monocromatic patterned swim pieces to simple tie dyed accesories.

Designed with pool lounging or beach surfing in mind our swim
pieces are created from premium polyester fabric that is ideal 
for dye sublimation. Customize by adding length, lining, 
pockets, or bra cups. 

2020 welcomed tie dye and pigment dyed pieces back as a top
trend and it’s been hot ever since. Our tees and bucket hats are 
100% cotton, allowing for rich colors and pantone matching. 

WASHED WEAR

SWIM WEAR

MENS AND LADIES SWIM

LADIES SWIM
 MOQ 100

TEES MOQ 600

WASHED 
BUCKET HATS

MOQ 300

BOARD SHORTS
MOQ 72



BEACH WEAR
Bright patterns paired with bold neutrals are the vacation vibe for 2022.
We expect to see lots of greens and oranges alongside our favorite blues in 
pinks on vacation. 

The high percentage of polyester combined with our preimium 
dye sublimated technoloy makes our tank tops perfect for the 
bold resort wear trends of 2022. Go bold with an all over print or 
keep it simple with a patterned pocket. 

Rain drop, crop top or whatever Migos said... our 100% polyester
sublimated cut and sew tanks are perfect for the crop trend.

CAMP SHIRT

TANK TOPS

SUBLIMATED TANK TOPS

SUBLIMATED CROP TOPS

CROP TOPS

MOQ 72

MOQ 72

MOQ 72

Our lightweight camp shirts are 100% micro 
brush polyester and we fully support 
adding a little tropical flair to your beach 
side office attire.

SUBLIMATED CAMP SHIRTS



SWIM WEAR
Swimwear sees the continued pairing of bright patterns and bold 
neautrals as well as simple tonal pieces. Expect the mix of blues, greens, 
pinks and oranges to continue through the warmer months.

Looking for a traditional length or a shorter retail friendly 
length? We offer both! Our custom polyester cut and sew 
programs allows you to customize the perfect short. Add 
pockets, mesh linging, drawstrings or buttons.

Lounge wear is our favorite L word and our Printed Life Shorts* 
are perfect for lounging around any body of water. Made from 
90% nylon and 10% spandex they provide the ultimate comfort 
on long hot days. *4 color max / decoration must be darker than 
fabric color.

LADIES SWIM

BOARD SHORTS

SUBLIMATED BOARD SHORTS

PRINTED LIFE SHORTS

LIFE SHORTS

MOQ 72

MOQ 300MOQ 100

From 2-piece bikinis to traditional 1-pieces 
our premium poylester spandex fabric is 
ideal for dye sublimation and full coverage 
designs. 

SUBLIMATED LADIES SWIM



ACCESSORIES
No OOTD is complete with out the finishing touches. In 
Your Face offers everything from totes to beach towels. 
Check out inyourfaceapparel.com for all our
accessory options.

Our velour towels are avaliable in a variety of sizes. These 
towels are made with a 100% microfiber front that is ideal for 
color sublimation and a cotton poly blended back for extreme 
comfort at the beach or pool.

TOWELS

CUSTOM TOWELS
From gym trips, beach vacations to grocery shopping this 
durable 100% polyester bag is fully customizable for vibrant 
designs. As the world continues to return to normal we expect 
to see tote bags on every arm.

TOTES
MOQ 72

SUBLIMATED BUCKET HATS
These customizable, unstructured bucket hats are 100% 
polyester allowing for unique branded all over prints. Add 
woven labels or patches for a retail ready feel.

BUCKET HATS

MOQ 48

MOQ 72

SUBLIMATED TOTE


